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Abstract—For the urgent demand of lunar landing program, 
design a space manipulator and its arm with a flexible rotation, 
high precision, non-polluting and a vacuum operation from a 
long distance. Determining all the possible constrained positions 
and optimizing them by finite element software Abaqus, we get 
the effect factor of each constrained position and the order of the 
fracture under shock loading finally. Sincerely hope that this 
work can promote the space manipulator and high-speed 
development. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  
Along with the development of space station, space shuttle 

and space robot, the space manipulator has entered the space as 
in-orbit support, and services the new spacecraft [1-6]. So it has 
been pay close attention to the relevant scholars and scientists 
as shown in Figure  1 [7-10]. This work aims at the lunar 
landing program and designs a kind of multi-degree space 
manipulator and the arm supported the lunar landing detector, 
which is a flexible rotation, high precision, non-polluting and a 
vacuum operation from a long distance as shown in Figure  2. 
Considering the spatial constraints, we must optimize the fixed 
position of the space manipulator and the arm. First of all, it is 
necessary to choose all of possible fixed positions and to 
establish 3D model, then to calculate its intrinsic modes and 
static analysis, we get the effect factor of each constrained 
position and the order of the fracture under shock loading 
finally. We will obtain the better and optimized structure and 
last. 

 
FIGURE I. THE WORKING SPACE MANIPULATOR 

 
FIGURE II. 3D MODEL OF THE MANIPULATOR 

II. MECHANICS MODEL AND DYNAMICS EQUATION 
Every joint of the space manipulator designed could be 

controlled accurately between 0-360 degrees in this 3D model. 
In order to improve the accuracy and range of their motion 
activity and considering its structure and incentive 
characteristics, their mechanical model must be abstracted as 
shown in Figure  3. Because the structure of the space 
manipulator and its arm is very complexly and its volume 
tarnal small, we have to simplify the 3D model and focus on its 
quality of dispersion and support at both ends FIGURE IV, 
furthermore, we obtain the numbers of every constrained 
position 1~8. Numbers 7, 8 are the ones of the manipulator 
simplified. The different materials of different structure 
parameters are given by [11, 12]. Hard aluminum alloy: 
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FIGURE III. 3D MECHANICAL AND CONSTRAINED POSITIONS 

For the structure of the space manipulator and its arm, we 
discrete it and get 3-D body model which has n-degree of 
freedom, then it is easy to obtain n-degree of freedom linear 
invariant systems differential equations 

M X+ C X+ KX = F
⋅⋅ ⋅

                             (1) 

where， M、C、K are the n×n mass matrix, damping 
matrix and stiffness matrix. 

[ ] [ ]1 2 1 2X , FT T
n nx x x f f f= =L L         (2) 

where X is the displacement response, F is the external load 
excitation. 

The eq. (1) transforms into the Fourier equation 

   2 x( ) ( )jω ω ω ω⎡ ⎤− + =⎣ ⎦K M C F                     (3) 

where ω  and j are Laplace operator symbol, 

{ }1 2, , T
Nq q q=Q  is Modality matrix, [ ]1 2A A ,A , , A T

N= L  
stands for the influence factors of each order mode. 

Because of the inherent frequency of the space manipulator 
and its arm system and its modes by the physical parameters of 
the system matrix K and M entirely, they are dose not matter 
with the external force F. we get the dynamic equation of 
simplified system with n-degree freedom 

M X KX 0
⋅⋅

+ =                                    (4) 

The eq. (4) transforms into the Fourier equation 

   ( )2K M A 0ω− =                                 (5) 

We can also find out the flexibility matrixΔ and bring the 
flexibility matrixΔ  into (5) 

( )2M I/ A 0ωΔ − =                              (6) 

We calculate the low-level intrinsic modes of this space 
manipulator with the constrained positions 1~8 [13]. From the 
results of our calculation, the constrained points 7 and 8 of the 
space manipulator and the arm support end have different 
levels of vibration in the first eight modes, which are still quite 
powerful, such as: mode2, mode5, mode6 and the mode 7. We 
must strengthen the constrained points 7 and 8 of the space 
manipulator and the arm support end. In addition, some 
departments of this space manipulator are vibration intense 
stress concentration, so we have to smooth by chamfer and 
avoid the stress concentration. 

III. OPTIMIZATION AND FINITE ELEMENT 
ANALYSIS 

When the constrained positions and the structure of this 
space manipulator have been identified, we want to get the 
dynamic states of them. But the different constrained states, the 
different stiffness matrix k or flexibility matrix and the 
different external incentives, the eq. (6) have different solutions. 
So we have to aim at every different state to modular Analysis. 
The work gives the program to ascertain the modes and 
vibrational shapes of each constrained state FIGURE IV. 

 
FIGURE IV. THE PROGRAM OF THE MODES AND VIBRATION 

SHAPES 

In this program, the case i means that the position i is 
released and other 7 positions are constrained, i=1…8. We get 
the first 6 modes and vibrational shapes of each i. Especially, 
the constrained position 6 always is vibrational under the each i 
and every mode, it must be reinforced. The other hand, the part 
of i is severe vibrational, we obtain the impact factor of every i 
[14]. 

IV. GROUPING AND VERIFICATION 
The constrained points 7and 8 of the space manipulator 

have different levels of vibration based on front work. 
When the spacecraft flies, the constrained points 7 and 8 of 
the space manipulator might go off. They must bring the 
huge inertia impact force on the entire space manipulator 
and its arm after going off. We have to analyze mechanical 
characteristic at constrained place 4 and support end of the 
3D mechanical model after going off. The 3D model is 
loaded respectively 1000KN on the places of 4 and support 
end. 
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When the space manipulator and its arm are loaded 
external forces, we will obtain Amplitude values of the 
different frequencies in the different constrained states 
from the front of the work. Then we will get the fracture 
sequence of the constrained positions of the space 
manipulator and its arm by the program as shown in 
FIGURE V. 

 
FIGURE V. THE GROUPING PROGRAM 

In the program, i=1, 2, 8 and j=1，2，…7, grouping 
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The program runs results for 
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The program results give the fracture sequence of the 
constrained positions of the space manipulator and its arm, 
the best fracture sequence: 65128734, the next one: 
65418372 and 53261874 and so on. We can also analyze 
several optimized results by finite element software 
Abaqus and then find out the response of the overall 
structure of the space manipulator and its arm under 
optimized and loaded external forces. 

Aiming at the best fracture sequence: 65128734, j=1, 
this work selects three constrained cases: 651, 6512 and 
65128, respectively, pluses the external forces and analyzes 
the response of the overall structure of the space 
manipulator and its arm, lastly we determine the optimal 
solution of the constrained number. Firstly we calculated 
the low order modes of the three cases and took the first 4 
modes compared as shown in FIGURE VI~VIII. 

   
1 6.732Hzω =                      2 12.220Hzω =  

    
3 25.764Hzω =                    4 32.493Hzω =  

FIGURE VI. THE FIRST 4 MODES AND RESPONSE AFTER 
CONSTRAINING POSITIONS: 651 

    
1 19.867Hzω =                  2 32.477Hzω =  

    
3 46.153Hzω =                4 61.801Hzω =  

FIGURE VII. THE FIRST 4 MODES AND RESPONSE AFTER 
CONSTRAINING POSITIONS: 6512 

    
1 46.193Hzω =                   2 61.146Hzω =  

    
3 71.268Hzω =                   4 86.901Hzω =  

FIGURE VIII. THE FIRST 4 MODES AND RESPONSE AFTER 
CONSTRAINING POSITIONS: 65128 
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From the results of our calculation, the cases 65128 and 
6512 are similar, however, the case 651 is lager 
deformation. We choose the best case 6512 which has the 
appropriate constrained number finally. On this base, we 
also did the static analysis as shown in FIGURE IX. 

    
FIGURE IX. STATICS ANALYSIS AFTER CONSTRAINING POSITIONS: 

6512 

From the calculated results, it is large destroyed to the 
whole space manipulators and supporting arm after the 
constrained places gone off. We must do more in-depth 
static and dynamic analysis. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
In this work, we design a kind of space manipulator and 

optimize all of constrained nodes, and then the static 
analysis is analyzed based on the calculation results. And 
last, the least number of constraint nodes are gotten. Hope 
that subsequent work can more considering structural 
materials of the influencing factors, and hope that the work 
can promote the industrial robot research and rapid 
development. 
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